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Exercise 3.1 (1+1+1 marks)
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Consider the search space depicted above (labels are omitted for clarity). Are the following
statements correct? Justify your answer.
(a) Tree search expands a finite amount of nodes, no matter in which order nodes are expanded.
(b) If the algorithm continues exploring the search space after finding a goal (meaning the goal
test is omitted and nodes are expanded until the open list is exhausted), tree and graph
search expand the same number of nodes.
(c) With any expansion order, graph search finds a goal with less than 10 expansions.
Exercise 3.2 (1.5+1.5 marks)
Provide an example of a state space with the following property, or argue why such a state space
cannot exist:
(a) A state space that contains cycles but where tree search is still guaranteed to terminate.
(b) A state space where the optimal expansion order for graph search results in less expansions
than the optimal expansion order for tree search.
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